
SHADOW AND SUBSTANCE: 
SPOTTING PROPAGANDA….and SPOTTING THE FREEDOM IT INADVERTANTLY DISCLOSES 

By Free-Inhabitant Dave 

 
“You unlock this door with the key of imagination. Beyond it is another dimension - a dimension of sound, 

a dimension of sight, a dimension of mind. You're moving into a land of both shadow and substance, of 
things and ideas. You've just crossed over into the Twilight Zone.” 

 
Here’s a fun test. I attached a piece that appears at www.bankrate.com  (in BLUE below). 
Just quickly scan it and come back. 
 
OK…you’re back. It appears innocuous and innocent-enough…just a bank giving tax tips. 
But take notice of key words and implications and you can “unlock this door” to reveal 
actually a classic propaganda-piece of government --cleverly using dimensions of sight 
and mind. 
 
We’ll use this for an example of TRAINING your mind to spot things—you need to move 
your mind from the dimension of control to that of truth and freedom. This takes just a little 
imagination: 
 

1. SHADOW: First, although this purports to come from a bank, train your mind to spot 
the subtle but “heavy-hand” of government propaganda. Can you see “the Shadow” 
lurking? He’s “moving” you to the territorial “land”. In this case the “inspiration” for 
this piece is probably courtesy of IRS “Public Information Officers”. [Yes…that title is 
REAL! Just like the Nazi Germany office of Propaganda with a similar name!] I 
wager this piece was nearly “handed” to this bank-writer via some form of IRS 
release to banking institutions. (Hint: The devil always solicits others in deception; 
those good at propaganda use institutions of authority.) And…just like the Star Wars 
“Old Jedi Mind Trick”, those with weak untrained minds fall victim to the altered 
dimensional ideas the propagandists create. 

2. SUBSTANCE: In the zeal to make propaganda though, many things of substance 
and truth are overlooked by those creating the propaganda. Sometimes the worst 
fear of the propagandists is so much “on the mind” that it gets released in 
revelation. A little story: In the cold-war days, the USSR produced a communist-
propaganda film exposing the supposed decadence of American society. Illustrated 
were greedy Americans living in a society of consumption and no morality. In spite 
of all the work, the film backfired! Why? It ALSO showed truth! Nearly all Americans 
were shown as having two-car families. (In the USSR only the government officials 
and privileged were entitled to cars.). The point: Many times propaganda 
inadvertently discloses things! The trick thus is to learn to spot the disclosures.  

 
Here’s a FUN test. This piece is LOADED with disclosures of weaknesses and revelations  
for freedom !! Let’s see if you can spot them all. Now re-read the piece KNOWING it is 
propaganda and KNOWING it gives hints to freedom. This is the key of imagination. At the 
end in GREEN, I will disclose how many things I found. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TAX TIP No. 73  

Name and Social Security number coordination 
By Kay Bell • Bankrate.com     
 
 

A mismatch between a name and a Social Security number on a tax return could mean costly 
problems.  

At best, it could slow down a refund. At worst, it could unexpectedly increase a tax bill. 
That's why it's critical to make sure you: 

• Have a Social Security number for everyone listed on a return -- you, your spouse, 
children and any other dependents you claim.  

• Enter those numbers correctly and, if you're filing on paper, legibly.  

A couple of years ago, the Internal Revenue Service stopped putting taxpayer Social Security 
numbers on the tax package labels. Privacy advocates were concerned that this information 
could be too easily used by others.  

Unfortunately, the IRS found that removing it also meant that taxpayers forgot to write in 
their identification numbers on their tax returns. So it's now up to you to fill in your Social 
Security number, as well as any others required on your return and associated schedules. 

Marital mismatches 
These numbers are particularly important for the recently married or divorced.  

The IRS urges newlyweds, when the bride takes the husband's surname, to let the Social 
Security Administration know about the name change. If the couple files a joint tax return 
with her new name, IRS computers will not be able to match the new name with the number 
until the SSA is notified. 

Similarly, the IRS warns, a woman who reassumes her maiden name after a divorce needs to 
make that change known to Social Security officials.  

Nine critical digits 
Why such concern over nine digits? Because there are so many transactions -- income 
statements, savings account interest, retirement plan contributions -- that are keyed to this 
number.  

  



The identification numbers also are vital when the IRS checks any tax credits you apply for, 
such as the popular child and additional child tax credits, as well as tax breaks for educational 
expenses and dependent care.  

If your kids don't have their Social Security numbers yet, contact the Social Security 
Administration immediately to obtain them. If you need to let Uncle Sam know of a name 
change, file Form SS-5, available on the agency's Web site . You also can request a form by 
calling (800) 772-1213 or pick one up at a local Social Security office. It usually takes two 
weeks to have the change verified.  

-- Updated: April 12, 2007 
 
 

 
OK—Here is what I found! (Words in “quotes” are key words to spot from the piece 
above.): 
 
§ Do people who follow the teachings of Christ “coordinate” a name….with an 

“identification number”? 
§ Are the “costly problems” REALLY about you…as cleverly implied via 

propaganda…or about and for the IRS?  
§ What REALLY led to the “costly problem”…a name…or no number? 
§ Neglect the fact it talks of returns for one moment. Choose only one: How 

does the IRS REALLY talk to you…by name or number? 
§ If it’s “up to you to fill-in your SS Number”, is that something of a mandatory 

nature? 
§ Can IRS computers MATCH names and numbers without your help? 
§ “Marital Mismatches”: Who gets “mixed-up”? Those that marry as 

implied…or the IRS? 
§ Can IRS computers match names and numbers of newly married people 

without “SSA notification” by the parties involved? 
§ Are the SSA and IRS linked in numbering people? 
§ For newly divorced, can the IRS match numbers to a maiden name without the 

divorced parties help? 
§ Are “nine critical digits” critical to you as human…or the machinery of 

government in enslaving people? [This is the BEST revelation inadvertently 
leaked in the piece: They are CRITICAL…what a DISCLOSURE!!] 

§ Do you want a number that “keys” all transactions of yours?  
§ Who is REALLY “concerned over nine digits”…you…or the IRS? 
§ To whom are the numbers REALLY “vital”? 
§ Did God number his children? Why would you “immediately” number yours? 

What happens if you wait or never number? 
§ Why would you “need” to let an “uncle” who is not your relative know of a 

name change? 
§ Why would you care if this non-relative “verified” your change? 
§ Is this “Uncle” a benefactor as implied? Was it coincidental that “uncle” was 

used in the same paragraph as SSA…and “kids”? [Isn’t that sweet…it’s the 
nice Uncle coming to help the kids with their immediate numbering!] 



§ Does the IRS/SSA want you as a customer…when it advertises its numbers, 
website, and applications-for-account numbers? 

§ Spotting propaganda and it’s REAL source: Why would a bank take the time 
and effort to write a piece about the IRS? 

 
 
Lastly….One thing you will never see: ANY government advertising freedom. So 
stop looking for it…there is no salvation in ANYTHING of government…or 
government’s words or authority. [Only Jesus’ words provide salvation!]  However, 
as this piece illustrates, usurpers INADVERTANTLY disclose ways to freedom [and 
their own weaknesses] in their enthusiasm to ensnare with propaganda. 
 
Yours in freedom, 
 
Dave 
 
 
 


